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In some of the ducts of the space shuttle main engines (SSME), the maximum liquid oxygen flow velocities approach 10 times those at which liquid flow measurements are normally made. The hydrogen gas flow velocities in other ducts exceed the maximum for gas flow measurement by more than a factor of 3. The results presented here show from water flow tests that vortex shedding flow meters of the appropriate design can measure water flow to velocities in excess of 55 m/s, which is a Reynolds number of about $2 \times 10^6$. Air flow tests have shown that the same meter can measure flow to a Reynolds number of at least $22 \times 10^6$. Vortex shedding meters were installed in two of the SSME ducts and tested with water flow. Narrow spectrum lines were obtained and the meter output frequencies were proportional to flow to ±0.5% or better over the test range with no flow conditioning, even though the ducts had multiple bends preceding the meter location. Meters with the shedding elements only partially spanning the pipe and some meters with ring shaped shedding elements were also tested.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel and liquid oxygen (LOX) flows in rocket engine ducts have been measured in the past using venturi flowmeters and more recently on the space shuttle main engine (SSME) by turbine meters. The ducts are kept as short as possible with the result that few straight sections of any length are available to install meters. Both turbine meter and venturi meter installations require extensive modification of the duct if added later. The turbine meter also has the disadvantage of introducing moving parts into the duct. The vortex shedding flowmeter was examined in this work as an alternative to these meters for SSME duct measurements.

Conventional flowmeter installations call for 10 to 20 diameters of straight pipe preceding a flowmeter of any kind and 2 to 4 diameters of straight pipe after it [1]. If flow conditioning is introduced upstream of the meter, 6 to 10 diameters of straight pipe between the conditioner and the flow meter are still recommended. On the SSME, a straight duct section exceeding 10 diameters is a luxury. Few if any of the ducts will permit a flowmeter installation following recommended practice.

Other conditions exist in the SSME ducts that are not normally encountered in conventional vortex shedding flowmeter applications. The flow velocity of LOX can exceed 50 m/s, nearly 10 times the maximum flow for which most commercially available flowmeters are designed. The fuel flow, hydrogen gas in the case of the SSME, reaches velocities of 250 m/s, more than 3 times the 76 m/s upper limit specified for commercially available flowmeters. Flowmeters on the SSME are subjected to pressures as high as 55 MPa (8000 psi) and to cryogenic temperatures. Though cryogenic vortex flowmeters are available, the high operating pressure would probably require design modifications.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) requirements call for a pressure loss at the highest LOX flow rate meter location not to exceed 0.69 MPa (100 psi). This immediately makes a commercially designed meter unacceptable since their pressure loss is 2.8 to 3.5 MPa (400 to 500 psi) at the highest liquid flow rate. Also, to avoid extensive duct modifications, NASA prefers that the flowmeter installs through their standard 11.2 mm diameter instrument ports on the ducts. This also means that the meter must be able to measure flow without an upstream flow conditioner. If the last two requirements can be met, the only modification of the duct required to install a flowmeter would be the addition of one or two standard SSME duct instrument ports in the appropriate place on the existing ducts.

To ascertain that vortex shedding flowmeters could be used under these conditions, tests of flowmeters under simulated SSME duct conditions were necessary. Since commercially available flowmeters cannot meet the AP requirements, a suitable meter had to be designed. In addition, since conventional flow is limited to much lower flow velocities, no known existing liquid flow test and calibration facilities were suitable for testing meters.

An inexpensive water test facility was built near the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Boulder Laboratory to simulate LOX flow. Velocities equal to or greater than those in the SSME ducts can be obtained in this test facility. An existing air test facility was employed to simulate hydrogen flow. Air densities corresponding to SSME duct hydrogen densities have been used for these tests. The maximum hydrogen gas velocities could not be achieved probably because air has a velocity of sound less than one fourth that of hydrogen gas. The meter induces local supersonic velocities in the flow well before the maximum hydrogen gas velocity is achieved.
2. THE VORTEX SHEDDING FLOWMETER

Qualitative descriptions of the vortex shedding flowmeter have been published [2-5]. Only a brief description will be given here.

A cylinder with its axis perpendicular to a uniform flow field whose flow velocity exceeds a minimum value will alternately shed vortices off the sides at nearly constant intervals forming the von Kármán vortex street [6]. The shedding frequency, $f$, of these vortices is given by

$$f = S \frac{V}{d},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $V$ is the flow velocity and $d$ is a characteristic dimension such as the width, $W$, of the shedding cylinder in a direction perpendicular to both the cylinder axis and the flow direction. The Strouhal number $S$ can be nearly constant over a wide range of flowrates depending on the cross sectional shape of the shedding cylinder. The cylinder, often called a bluff body or shedder bar, will be called a vane in this report. Equation (1) holds even when the vane is placed across the diameter of a pipe when the pipe Reynolds number exceeds $10^6$. The vane partially blocks the pipe so the average flow velocity by the vane increases as $d$ increases. The quantities $d$ and $V$ in eq (1) interact so that there exists a value $d$ for which the Strouhal constant is a minimum. Commercial meters are designed to operate around this value of $d$.

The remaining requirement to create a flowmeter from a vortex shedding element in a pipe is to provide a means to count the vortices shed per unit time. Various techniques are used to convert the transverse flows or transverse pressure pulses into a pulsed electrical signal. Thermal and ultrasonic techniques have been employed to sense the time varying transverse flows. Pressure sensors or strain detecting devices on the vane convert the time varying transverse pressures generated by the transverse flow to an electric signal pulse.
Though papers and brochures describing a particular meter abound, papers
detailing the experimental results that led to the choice of a particular
design are almost nonexistent. The bulk of the flowmeter development has been
done by meter manufacturers who keep this information proprietary. A few
papers do present some details of the factors considered in the selection of
the vane cross sectional shape or the vortex detection method [7-10].

Early studies of vortex shedding dealt mostly with shedding from circular
cylinders. Circular cylinders show a variable Strouhal constant in the 0.2 x
10 to 3.5 x 106 Reynolds number range [11]. Later, it was noted that the
variable Strouhal constant in this range was a property of the circular
cylinder [12]. The few publications that show meter factor for commercial
meters as a function of Reynolds number show it to increase or decrease
rapidly [4,13] above a Reynolds number of about 2 x 105. The decrease has
been attributed to cavitation of the test liquid. If the line pressure were
raised, cavitation should be suppressed so that some higher maximum Reynolds
number is achieved.

To determine whether a vortex shedding meter can measure flow at high
flow velocities it is necessary to demonstrate that vortices are shed from a
vane with a regular period that varies in a repeatable way over the flow range
of interest. If this is confirmed, additional factors must be considered in
the process of turning the vortex shedding phenomenon into a useful meter.
These are discussed below.

Since the meters used in the shuttle ducts will require calibration, the
Strouhal constant need not be constant provided it is single valued over the
range of interest and shows no rapid changes. Commercial meters, to reduce
the need for calibration, are usually designed to minimize any flow dependence
of the meter factor and sensitivity to fluid properties. A calibrated meter
need not have a Strouhal constant independent of whether gas or liquid is the measured fluid.

Vortex shedding is not necessarily a stable process. Even when the shedding frequency is relatively constant, the amplitude can vary to the extent that some of the shedding events either do not occur or do not generate a measurable signal if they do occur. The number of pulses lost at a given flow rate is sufficiently constant that the meter performance is not degraded because of it. Some commercial meter designs have successfully eliminated the complete fade of the signal.

The mechanism that converts the vortex generated forces into an electrical signal must be insensitive enough to other noise and vibrations in the duct that the vortex generated signal magnitude is well above them. One commercial meter examined had a power signal to noise ratio (S/N) of 30 to 40 dB with a noise peak well removed from the signal and 20 dB lower. The requirements on S/N are quite dependent on the measuring electronics. A 20 to 40 dB S/N was considered sufficient in this work. A signal with a line width at half amplitude less than 5% of the line frequency was considered adequate.

The flowmeter still must meet the requirement on pressure loss. The pressure loss at maximum flow, as noted earlier, should be well under 0.7 MPa (100 psid). Even though a commercially available meter greatly exceeds this limit, a commercial meter was tested as a starting point for the work.

3. TEST FACILITIES

Existing water test facilities do not provide adequate pressure to achieve the flowrates required to test to 50 m/s flow velocity. The static head required to provide the flow velocity is about 1.4 MPa (200 psi). High pressure water for the NBS Boulder test facility is obtained from the penstock
of a Pelton wheel driven hydroelectric plant. During the early testing at the plant site, water at pressures up to 5.4 MPa (790 psi) was available. The test facility has since been moved from the hydroplant to the City of Boulder Betasso Water Treatment Plant. This location is at a higher altitude on the same penstock. There only 3.9 MPa (570 psi) maximum pressure is available.

A drawing of the test facility is shown in figure 1. A 1½ in nominal test section was selected for the initial tests to limit the pressure loss in the 3 in nominal piping connecting the test facility to the penstock. The remainder of the test facility piping is 4 in nominal. A 4 in vortex shedding flowmeter provides a measure of the average flow velocity in the test section. This reference meter was calibrated up to about 5 m/s flow velocity. The meter factor, for the present, has been assumed constant to about 10 m/s. A 1½ in meter by the same manufacturer compared to the 4 in meter showed linear behavior to 30 m/s which was 5 m/s in the 4 in meter. This result suggests the 4 in meter is linear to much higher flow velocities.

The 4 in flowmeter is placed ahead of the test section. The test section is a straight section more than 25 diameters in length. Downstream of the test section the pipe diverges to 4 in again. A 4 in globe flow control valve is located just downstream of the diverging section. The test water exited at ambient pressure back to the creek at the hydroplant but exits to the head tank at the water treatment plant. The test piping configuration is sufficiently flexible so that various SSME duct sections and other size ducts can be substituted for the 1½ in straight test section. Flowmeters with bores of 27.9 mm, 41 mm (1½ in nominal) 50.8 mm and 58.4 mm have been tested in this facility.
Figure 1. The water flow test facility.
The pressure at the test meter decreases as the flow rate increases not only because of pressure loss in the upstream piping but because of the head lost achieving the velocity. Most of the flowmeters tested were to the limit of the test facility.

The air test facility used for testing flowmeters at simulated H₂ gas densities is portrayed in figure 2. These tests were carried out at a local gas flow test facility [14]. Their choked nozzle flow calibration meter combined with pressure and temperature measurements at the test meter provided the velocity calibration of the test meter.

As shown in figure 2, the test air passes through the test meter first then through the choked nozzle serving as the flow calibration meter. The upstream and downstream control valves are hand adjusted to keep a constant pressure at the flowmeter while the flow is varied stepwise over the test range. The choked nozzle exhausts to ambient and is sized to provide the desired test flow range without exceeding about 2.7 MPa (400 psi) at its inlet side. Even though the control valves were manually operated, the change from one flow rate to the next requires less than a minute.

Because pressures in excess of 7 MPa (1000 psi) are required in the test section to simulate hydrogen fuel densities and because of the high flow velocity requirements, mass flows up to 16 kg/s were required to do the tests.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The measurements and measuring instruments evolved as the work progressed so that information obtained in later tests was not always available in earlier tests.
Air Test Configuration

Figure 2. The air flow test facility.
The original thermal detector in the reference flowmeter above velocities of about 5 m/s became noisy and unusable. The thermal detector was removed and a pair of pressure taps inserted in such a way that an external differential pressure transducer could be connected between the two ends of the cross port in the meter vane in place of the thermal sensor. The pulsed pressure signal out of a variable-reluctance differential pressure transducer was sufficiently noise free that it could be amplified and counted directly with no other signal conditioning over the range of 10 to 75 Hz. The frequency is counted to a precision of 0.1 Hz for most tests and estimated to about 0.03 Hz. At low flows, the frequency was stable to better than 0.1 Hz in a 10 s counting interval. At higher flowrates, the frequency is stable to about ±0.1 Hz. Improvements were made to this detecting system that permitted reference flow measurements eventually from about 5 to more than 80 Hz. This range could be expanded from less than 1 Hz to more than 100 Hz by reading the frequency with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectrum analyzer.

The output frequency signal from the test meter was fed to an amplifier, then through an adjustable narrow band pass filter and to a counter for the earliest tests. Later, a second amplifier and pulse shaper were added between the filter and the counter. In recent testing, the FFT analyzer has been used to measure the frequency, sometimes after the first amplifier and sometimes directly.

An older model analyzer was used first to view the signal spectrum qualitatively and measure the signal-to-noise power ratio (S/N). The FFT analyzer made it possible to measure line width also.

The pressure loss introduced by the flowmeter was measured by a differential pressure transducer connected between two pressure taps, located
about 3 diameters upstream and downstream of the meter. At first, this pressure transducer had a 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) capacity and the line pressure was used to calibrate it by switching the downstream tap to ambient pressure. Later measurements were made with a 0.7 MPa (100 psi) range transducer calibrated against a dial test gage. This transducer was more sensitive and the installation permitted zeroing it at the operating pressure, which eliminated a line pressure induced zero shift.

Swirl was introduced into the test section to test meter sensitivity to it. Swirl was generated by four blades placed at 90° intervals around the pipe on shafts whose axes lay along pipe diameters. The planes of the blades could be angled with respect to the pipe center line. The design was after Padmanabhan and Janik, but strengthened considerably to withstand the higher flowrates. External arms could be positioned from outside the duct to set and provide a measure of the blade angle with respect to the pipe center line. This generator withstood water velocities in excess of 50 m/s without failing.

Straight bladed turbine meters were used to measure the average axial swirl. These were modified commercial turbine meters. The turbine blades bent, then collapsed, at flows above 20 m/s. The collapse started by the blades bending about halfway between the wall and the hub, suggesting that the swirl measured was not well represented by an average swirl angle. Measurement of average swirl in the 1½ in test section with the swirl meter adjacent to the generator gave an average swirl angle that agreed with the generator angles to about 1 or 2°. The difference increased slightly with increasing flow. Eighteen diameters downstream, the measured swirl angle was about 0.56 of the 6.4° generator setting and 0.72 of the 25.6° generator setting at flow velocities of about 6 m/s.
The flowmeters tested in swirl introduced by this generator showed sensitivity to swirl in both the spectrum line shapes and magnitude of the meter factor, as will be discussed later. Meters subjected to swirl generated by elbows still showed sharp spectra. No measurements were made that determined whether any alteration of the meter factor resulted from elbow generated swirl. The swirl generator used by Padmanabhan and Janik\textsuperscript{18} seemed to perform satisfactorily. Their larger pipe diameter (4 in) and the lower velocity (one tenth of that in this work), may account for the difference. Apparently, the generator did not satisfactorily produce an elbow generated swirl pattern for the tests reported here. The swirl sensitivities observed in the test meters then were peculiar to swirl generator rather than swirl generated by elbows.

5. FULL VANE METER DESIGNS

Commercial meters all use a cylinder for the vane, but the cross sections vary considerably. Most of the designs have a flat face toward the oncoming flow with sharp 90\textdegree corners to the sides. The width of this face is the greatest width of the vane. The advantages of one design over another is information not found in the literature. Whether any of these vane shapes are satisfactory at higher flow rates could be determined only by flow tests. Most of the shapes tested in this work are represented in figure 3. The preponderance of those tested were rectangular in cross section. The dimensions of the various vanes and the reasons for choosing them will be discussed in Section 5. In parallel with the testing of the various vanes, the vane suspension and vortex detection mechanism was developed.

The first flowmeters tested had pressure transducers sensing the oscillating transverse pressure generated as the vortices shed. Because the
vane width had to be small to reduce pressure loss and because of the severe environment, installation of an adequate pressure sensing detector on the vane was not feasible. Attention turned to lift sensing methods of vortex detection early in the testing. The time varying transverse pressures result in a time varying transverse force on the vane. The resulting strain on the vane is sensed at some point on the vane support exterior to the flow region.

The first "lift" design, shown in figure 4, was quite successful. The mounting of the vane on one end was a flat spring with the thin dimension perpendicular to the pipe axis. A strain gage was attached to this spring. On the spring end, the transverse motion of the vane was restricted to 0.1 to 0.2 mm by the clearance between the vane and the body at the pipe wall.

This design has some undesirable features for a LOX environment. The vane striking the wall could provide an ignition source. Also, the sharp transitions along the one piece vane cause stress concentrations that result in metal fatigue and failure of the vane.

Figure 5 shows the next successful meter design. The strain gage has been replaced by a lead titanate zirconate (PZT) ferroelectric disc acting as a strain sensor. The sensor was mounted outside the pipe and the strain in the post was transmitted out through a dynamic "O" ring seal. Mounting the sensor outside obviates the need for waterproofing it. The PZT disc produces a strong signal with a much lower strain than that required by a conventional metallic conductor strain gage so the post holding the vane was stiff enough that no stop was required.

The figure 5 design includes another feature. This was the first link vane. The end mountings of the vane are clevises with the clevis pins
Figure 4. A scale drawing of the spring vane design, the first that produced a strong vortex signal.
Figure 5. A scale drawing of the link vane design with a PZT strain sensor.
parallel to the flow axis. This design removed the stress concentration at the pipe wall and eliminated vane breakage provided that the vane was made of materials with reasonably good strength.

Figure 6 shows an alternative design for the sensing head and fixed end still using the PZT sensor and the link suspension. A vane and sensor assembly of this design will fit through the 11.2 mm instrument ports of the SSME ducts. The PZT sensor now detects the strain across a notch in the mounting post. The signal from this design was comparable to that from the figure 5 design.

The "O" ring seal on the drive pin must be eliminated for cryogenic service. Figure 7 shows a cryogenic version of the figure 5 design and figure 8 is a cryogenic version of the figure 6 design. The sensor in both of these designs is placed between two metal diaphragms at ambient pressure. The duct pressure acts on the sides of the diaphragms opposite the sensor. The space surrounding the PZT is filled with solid material, mostly metal, equal to the PZT thickness to support the diaphragms against the duct pressure. One conducting surface of the PZT is in contact with the diaphragm while the other surface is insulated by three 0.1 mm thick layers of insulation. The center sheet of insulation is slotted to accept a 3 mm wide by 0.1 mm thick conducting strip which transmits the electrical signal to the outside of the sensor body. The spacer material surrounding the sensor is a series of 0.4 mm thick nested rings permitting some position adjustment of the sensor location along the direction of the drive pin axis. A tube connects the two sides of the sensor assembly to equalize the pressure across the assembly.

The clevis mounting of the vane has been retained on the sensor end. The opposite end has been modified to a bayonet mount. This reduces the chances
Figure 6. A scale drawing of the link vane design with an axial strain sensor.
Figure 7. A scale drawing of the meter design for cryogenic service with a side drive sensor.
of transmitting any pipe vibrational mode to the sensor. The axial drive is probably the more sensitive to such a transmittal.

The axial drive sensing assembly shown in figure 8 has the sensor offset from the axis of the duct ports. A more compact sensing head has been realized by placing the PZT concentric to the axis of the ports and introducing an offset into the drive pin. An even more compact arrangement results when the sensor is offset and the pressure seal obtained by soldering, brazing, or welding the diaphragm to the meter body. This seal need have little strength. The strength of the seal is supplied by the bolts that hold the two halves of the body together.

Tests have shown that no significant noise was introduced by pressure fluctuations even though the sensor was subjected to the water test pressure over its full surface. If pressure noise does become significant at the higher SSME duct pressure, the figure 7 or side drive design offers a method for the elimination of that noise. Another sensing head can be placed on the opposite side and connected so in-phase signals cancel while the 180° out of phase vortex generated signals add. This side drive design also should offer the best isolation from pipe vibration.

5.1 Meter Tests in a 1½-Inch Straight Duct

As a starting point, a 1½ in nominal commercially available vortex shedding flowmeter with a 12.7 mm wide vane, vane 1, which has a figure 3a shape, was tested to high flow velocities in the water test facility of figure 1. Table 1 gives design details of those vanes discussed in this report. The meter factor as a function of velocity is shown in figure 9. The Strouhal
Figure 8. A scale drawing of a design for cryogenic service with an axial drive sensor.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vane No.</th>
<th>Pipe Type</th>
<th>Size (mm)</th>
<th>Shape Letter</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>Height (mm)</th>
<th>Angle (degrees)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>41P</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Commercial design meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>41P</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41S</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>41S</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>59L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>59L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>59L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>59L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>59L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>51B</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>59L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>d=3.8 mm (corners beveled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>d=4.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>d=17 mm R=0 mm w=2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>d=0.5 mm Front face curved. Radius = 3.8mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>d=1.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>d=0.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>c,d</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vane No.</td>
<td>Pipe Size (mm)</td>
<td>Shape Type</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>W (mm)</td>
<td>D (mm)</td>
<td>θ (degrees)</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>d=0.5 mm R=0 w=6.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>c,d</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>c,d</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>c,d</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>41DC</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>41DC</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>41DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>59B</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>59DC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>41C</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>20.3 mm Vane length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>41C</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2° 17.8 mm</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>41C</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2° 17.8 mm</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>41C</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2° 17.8 mm</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>59C</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2° 25.4 mm</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>59C</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2° 28.5 mm</td>
<td>Vane length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>59C</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2° 22.9 mm</td>
<td>Vane length</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. (cont'd) Meter descriptions
Table 1. (cont'd)  Meter descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vane No.</th>
<th>Pipe Size (mm)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>W(mm)</th>
<th>D(mm)</th>
<th>a (degrees)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>59C</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2°</td>
<td>33.5 mm vane length A-286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>41R</td>
<td>9.8 mm ID</td>
<td>16.4 mm OD</td>
<td>2.5 mm depth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>41R</td>
<td>11.7 mm ID</td>
<td>16.3 mm OD</td>
<td>1.9 mm depth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>41R</td>
<td>11.7 mm ID</td>
<td>16.3 mm OD</td>
<td>1.9 mm depth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>41L</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>d=0.3 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P, Pressure sensor; S, Spring mount; L, link mount; B, bayonet on fixed end; DC, double cantilevered; C, single cantilevered; R, ring vane
Figure 9. The meter factor as a function of velocity. Circles, a 1½ in commercial design meter, vane 1. Triangles, same meter body with a vane half as wide, vane 2.
number can be obtained by multiplying the meter factor by the vane width in meters from Table 1 for this and all subsequent plots. At the time of these first tests the reference meter was not yet performing well and the counting rate from it was read to only 0.5 Hz. At velocities above 25 m/s in the test meter, the reference meter became too noisy to read correctly. Because the pressure loss across the vane remained proportional to the flow velocity squared to about 35 m/s, the meter factor probably remained constant to nearly that flow velocity.

The vortex detector for this meter was a magnetic shuttle disc driven back and forth by the pressure transmitted through ports from opposite sides of the vane to opposite sides of the disc. This detector, made to detect vortices in flows up to 7 m/s, was destroyed by the much higher flowrates. Figure 10 shows why. The pressure loss, \( \Delta P \), across a meter should be proportional to the square of the flow rate or velocity, \( V \). The pressure across vane 1 is 25 times larger at 35 m/s than 7 m/s and, since the transverse pressure across the vane is proportional to the axial pressure loss, the destruction of the detector is not surprising.

The pressure loss across vane 1 follows the \( \Delta P \) versus \( V^2 \) curve up to about 38 m/s, where the pressure loss jumps well above the curve. This jump probably signals the onset of cavitation at the vane. If the pressure in the duct were high enough to suppress cavitation, the pressure loss would pass close to the value estimated by the manufacturer of the meter shown by the plus point in figure 10.

The pressure loss in the shuttle duct flow meters should not exceed 0.7 MPa (100 psi) which means the vane width must be reduced. The meter factor for vane 2 is shown in figure 9. This vane also has the cross sectional shape
of figure 3a but is scaled down so that the width is 6.4 mm or half that of vane 1. The pressure loss was only about one fourth that of vane 1, as shown in figure 10. The meter factor, by the Strouhal relation, would be twice as large as for vane 1. Instead, it is actually smaller than that of vane 1. This means that the velocity past vane 1 is actually more than twice the velocity past vane 2 because of the extent that vane 1 blocks the pipe.

The first method of obtaining a vortex generated signal from a 6.4 mm wide vane was attempted with a pair of transverse oppositely directed ports with a ΔP transducer connected between them. Though a vortex generated signal was obtained, the S/N was poor. Next, a single port was provided in one side of the vane and a high pressure transducer referenced to ambient pressure served as a detector. Though this detection method worked somewhat better, possibly because of the larger port, the S/N was still poor. In addition, the pressure pulsations and the vibrations rather rapidly destroyed the piezoresistive transducers used as detectors.

The transition from the vane cross section to the pipe walls is sharp in commercial meters. The test vanes were made of brass for ease of machining and were built with sharp transitions to the wall also. The forces on the vane at the highest flow velocities was sufficient to fatigue and break the vanes out. Though it has not been difficult to find designs that resist fatigue, failure at the high flow velocities was not uncommon if special care was not taken in the design to eliminate high stress concentrations.

Sensing vortices via pressure ports did not provide a good S/N, probably because of the rather long porting between the sensing location and the pressure transducer and the small inlet area of the port. Furthermore, strength requirements ruled against introducing even a miniature pressure
Figure 10. Pressure drop as a function of flow velocity for vane 1, circles, and vane 2, triangles.
sensor on the vane because the vane size is so small that the strength of the vane could not be safely reduced by machining a recess for a sensor. Because of this limitation, pressure sensing of the vortices was discarded in favor of strain sensing.

Some meters of the design shown in figure 4 were constructed. Vane 3 was a 6.4 mm wide vane with the figure 3a cross section and vane 4 had the figure 3b cross section with W=D=6.1 mm. These vanes were tested before a spectrum analyzer was used to examine the signal. However, the signal to noise ratio was qualitatively quite high. The filter that had been narrow banded and adjusted to follow the vortex generated signal could be wide banded to cover the full flow range and not increase the counting rate by more than a few counts over that obtained through a narrow band pass. The meter factor as a function of velocity is shown in figure 11 for vane 4, which is the more nearly linear meter of the two. The total scatter of these data is less than 1% in the nearly linear segment of the curve. Vane 3 was less linear than vane 4, with the meter factor decreasing as the flow increased prior to the sharp increase at 45 m/s.

This sharp increase in meter factor at the highest flow rates was encountered in most tests. Though it has not been demonstrated unequivocally that this is a cavitation phenomenon at the vane, the flow velocity at which this sudden increase in meter factor occurs is dependent on line pressure. The meter factor remained constant to a higher velocity at the hydroplant test site than at the Betasso Treatment Plant test site where the pressure is 15 MPa (220 psi) lower.

Hanging weights on the middle vanes 3 and 4 provided a calibration of the output voltage as a function of transverse force. Assuming this transverse
Figure 11. The circles show the meter factor of vane 4 as a function of velocity. The triangles show the meter factor of vane 5.
force results from a uniform transverse pressure and dividing this force by the transverse area of the vane gives a value for the transverse pressure. The magnitude of this transverse pressure was between 3 and 4 times the axial pressure drop to an estimated accuracy of 30%.

The first successful flow meter using a PZT sensor was vane 5. This vane, made of beryllium copper, has since undergone several hours of testing without failure, attesting to the superiority of the link vane over a single piece vane and mount where fatigue resistance is concerned. Vane 5 was only 5.1 mm in width to further reduce $\Delta P$. The meter factor of this vane increased over that of vane 4 as shown in figure 11.

The width was further reduced to 3.8 mm for vane 6. This vane vibrated so violently that it was audible some distance from the pipe. This vane was made of beryllium copper and did not break during the short test but considerable wear occurred on the vane ends, clevis and clevis pins. The meter factor was not constant. No further testing of full vanes less than 5.1 mm in width was done in the 41 mm ID meter size. For a 5.1 mm vane width, the ratio of vane width to pipe diameter, $W/D_p$, is about 1/8. Most of the testing has been carried out with vanes with $W/D_p$ around this value.

A meter of a figure 5 design, with vane 5, was subjected to swirling flow from the swirl generator. The meter was 18 diameters downstream and the generator vane angles were 11.5, 15.3, and 19.2°. The meter factor decreased with increased generator angle as shown in figure 12. The spectrum line generated by the vortex shedding broadened and $S/N$ decreased with increasing generator angle. The swirl introduced by the generator did degrade the flowmeter performance above generator angles of about 11°.

The figure 6 design meter was first tested with vane 7. This sensing head and the slightly trapezoidal vane cross section was carried over from
Figure 12. The effect of swirl on the meter factor of vane 5 as a function of the generator angle. Circles, 0°; triangles, 11.5°; plus, 15.3° and X's, 19.2°.
cantilevered vane tests which are discussed in a later section. The meter factor was essentially the same as obtained for vane 5, figure 11. The spectrum lines, the first analyzed by a Fast Fourier Transform analyzer (FFT), were comparable in width and S/N with those obtained from vane 5 in the figure 5 design meter.

5.2 Meter Tests in a SSME LOX Duct

The highest flow velocity LOX duct on the SSME requiring a flowmeter is the 58.4 mm (2.3 in) ID Low Pressure Oxygen Turbo Pump drive duct or RS007035 (7035) duct. Prior to testing flowmeters in this duct, a straight test section of this approximate ID (actually 59 mm) was built to establish that the 41 mm ID test results could be scaled up to this larger duct size. This test section was a single piece of pipe approximately 25 diameters in length, with a pair of diametrically opposed ports brazed to it 20 diameters from the inlet end.

Tests with a vane assembly of a figure 6 design showed that 41 mm vane results did scale up to the 59 mm size. Several rectangular shapes of different dimensions were tested to better define an optimum vane width and depth. Figure 13 shows the variation of the meter factor as a function of the depth for vanes 8, 9, and 10, all rectangular vanes. These vanes were all 7.6 mm wide (W/Dp = 0.129). As figure 13 shows, vane 9 with a depth to width ratio (D/W) of 2/3 has the most constant meter factor over the flow range. The vane with the most constant meter factor often produces the narrowest spectrum lines and best S/N and shows the least signal fade. Figure 14 shows test results from vanes 9, 11, and 12 which all had D/W = 2/3 but different widths. The meter factor of vane 9 was the most constant over the test range.
Figure 13. The meter factor of a 59 mm bore meter for vanes of the same W but different D. Triangles, vane 8; plus and X, two tests of vane 9; and circles and diamonds two tests of vane 10.
Figure 14. The meter factors of three vanes of different widths with D/W=0.67. Pluses, vane 11; circles and triangles vane 9 (shown also in figure 13); and X, vane 12.
Figure 14 shows that the frequency, $f$, varies inversely with $W$ as the Strouhal equation suggests. It is not proportional, however, because the wider vanes approach the minimum of $S$ as a function of $W$. Figure 13 shows that the shedding frequency is also inversely proportional to the vane depth $D$.

Figure 15 shows $\Delta P$ as a function of water flow velocity for a number of vanes tested in 59 mm bore test section along with the pressure loss with no vane installed. The pressure loss is around 0.25 MPa (37 psi) maximum at 30.5 m/s (100 ft/s). The maximum liquid velocity in the RS007035 duct to be measured is presently 28 m/s (92 ft/s).

Figure 16 is a drawing showing the layout of the last half of the 7035 duct. The last three bends from the exit end forward are 35°, 30° and 60° bends and in almost the same plane. The duct enters the plane of the figure perpendicularly. Three 45° bends, then a 90° entrance bend, precede this perpendicular bend. No more than two adjacent bends in the front end of the duct are in the same plane. Out-of-plane bends can generate swirl which, if sufficiently large, degrades the meter performance according to the results obtained in the 41 mm ID tests, figure 12. The distortion of the flow by a single elbow would also be expected to degrade the meter performance.

The first measurements of flow in the 7035 duct were done with a figure 6 design meter placed at the exit of the duct as illustrated in figure 16. This meter consisted of an approximately 4 diameter long 58.6 mm ID meter body. The vane in this meter was located about 3.7 diameters from the exit of the final 35° bend. Spectrum lines from this flowmeter are shown in figure 17. When the vane was perpendicular to the plane of figure 16, the top spectrum of figure 17 was obtained. When the axis of the vane was parallel to the plane of the bends, the much poorer spectrum line shown in the bottom of figure 17 was obtained. The variation of performance with orientation must result
Figure 15. Pressure drop as a function of flow velocity for various vanes in the 59 mm bore test section; pluses, vane 12; point up triangles, vane 9; circles, vane 11; X's, vane 54; diamonds, vane 56; and point down triangles, pressure drop between taps with no vane present.
Figure 16. Diagram of the last approximately 1/3 of the RS007035 duct to the space shuttle main engine. The location of an exit end test meter and the pair of ports added for a meter installation is shown.
Figure 17. Spectrum lines with vane 9 in the meter at the exit end of the 7035 duct. Top, vane perpendicular to the plane of bends. Bottom, vane parallel to the plane of bends.
from the flow distortion at bends. A similar result was reported by Cousins et al. [7]. Distortion is much higher in the plane parallel to the bend than it is in the plane perpendicular [16]. This result suggests that though the average velocity on the two sides of the vane perpendicular to the plane may differ, the velocity profile along the edge of the vane must be relatively constant. The test results differed from the straight duct tests in that the meter factor of vane 9 decreased with increasing flow while the meter factor of vane 8 was constant.

Two opposite instrument ports were silver brazed to the duct at the location shown in figure 16. This location was chosen as a result of the tests of the meter at the duct exit. The axis of these ports is approximately perpendicular to the planes of the preceding 60° bend and the succeeding 30° bend. The ports were placed about two diameters ahead of the 30° bend. Not only were sharp spectrum lines produced by a meter of the figure 6 design, figure 18, but the power S/N exceeded 30 dB. The meter factor of vane 8 is shown in figure 19. The total scatter from a constant value is less than ±0.5% up to 32 m/s above which it increases sharply, probably because of cavitation.

A swirl measurement at the exit of the 7035 duct with a straight bladed turbine gave an average swirl angle of 2½°. The 2½° degree average swirl at the duct exit could be two to three times higher at the meter location since the swirl must decay from the meter ports to the end since no out-of-plane bends are present between the meter and the exit to generate more swirl. The spectrum lines, figure 18, were as narrow as any measured which suggests that the swirl from the duct bends did not affect the meter. The swirl generator producing this estimated 5 to 7° of swirl would certainly have broadened the spectrum lines to a visible degree.
Figure 18. Spectrum lines of vane 8 in the meter ports on the 7035 duct. Top, 4.2 m/s flow velocity; bottom, 28.2 m/s flow velocity.
Figure 19. The circles and triangles show the meter factor of vane 8 in the 7035 duct. The pluses show the meter factor of vane 13 in the 7034 duct. Both results are for water flow.
The bend configuration of the 7035 duct might have caused a cancellation of most of the swirl at the meter location. A set of ports was brazed to RS607034 or Low Pressure Fuel Turbopump Drive duct in the location shown in figure 20. The entrance bend of the duct is 30° followed by a 90° bend. These bends are in the same plane except for a small offset at a couple of welded joints. The plane of the 36\(^\circ\) bend is canted at about 120° with the plane of the first two elbows. The following 63 3/4° bend is in a plane making a 25° angle with respect to the plane of the previous bend.

The meter factor of vane 13 in a meter of the figure 7 design installed in this duct and water tested is shown in figure 19. Clean narrow spectrum lines were again obtained, figure 21.

As figure 19 and the spectra of figures 18 and 21 show, the vortex shedding flowmeter can measure flow in the shuttle ducts with no flow straightening required. The meter performance for water flow in the 7034 and 7035 ducts was as good and probably better than the performance in long straight ducts. The spectra of vane 13 were relatively clean up to 10 kHz as shown in figure 22. Other than the small second harmonic (3 x f) at 825 Hz, the other significant line was a broad line at about 3.3 kHz. This line is 30 dB down. It is probably a mechanical resonance since it is nearly independent of flow rate. It is always seen and usually occurs somewhere between 1 kHz and 5 kHz. The amplitude is generally 20 dB less than the vortex signal.

5.3 Vane Shape

Because of the wide variety of vane cross sectional shapes found in commercial meters, it is not obvious that an optimum vane shape exists for the
Figure 20. The RS007034 duct showing the location of the added flowmeter ports.
Figure 21. Spectra from vane 13 in the 7034 duct at water flow velocities of 2.5 m/s (top) and 26.8 m/s (bottom).
Figure 22. Log spectrum of vane 13 in the 7034 duct from 0 to 10 kHz.
commercial flow range. An optimum vane shape may exist for the narrower vane at higher flows. Vane 4 was found to be inferior to vane 3 in terms of the constancy of the meter factor. Rectangular shapes appeared to give somewhat more constant meter factors so rectangular shapes were used in most of the testing of ducts and sensing devices. Since some signal fade still occurred and some variation of the meter factor with flow was found, some tests were carried out looking for a more optimum shape.

Various manufacturers have commented that the corners between the front face and sides of their vanes must be sharp. To test for corner effects, vane 14, with the same D/W ratio as vane 8, had the corners on one face of the vane broken with a file such that the edge was beveled, though unevenly, at about 30° from the plane of the face to a depth of about 0.4 mm. The radii of the other two corners were measured as 0.1 ± 0.05 mm. The difference in performance between beveled and unbeveled front corners was evident after testing the vane with the beveled face, then the unbeveled face, forward. The meter factors for such a measurement are shown in figure 23. The average meter factor was 6% higher when the flow was toward the beveled side.

Vane 15 was a vane similar in width to vane 14 but had a greater depth. One face had sharp corners while the other face had the corners machine beveled at 45° to a side depth of about 0.5 mm. The meter factors as a function of velocity for this vane for the beveled edges forward and the sharp edges forward are also shown in figure 23. The meter factor for vane 15 with sharp corners forward was less than vane 14 because of the greater depth. The meter factor with the beveled edges forward shows a sharp minimum around 9 m/s. The average value of meter factor in the flat region is even higher, 12%, relative to the flat face meter factor, than vane 14. The radii of the
Figure 23. The effect of beveled corners on the meter factor. Triangles, vane 14 with sharp corners forward; circles, vane 14 with rounded corners forward. Pluses, vane 15 with sharp corners forward; X points, vane 15 with beveled corners forward.
"sharp" corners were not measured for this vane but were probably as sharp as vane 14. No further measurements of corner effects have been carried out. A minimum radius must exist below which the radius has no more effect on the meter performance. This radius may be larger than 0.1 mm. Corner design could prove to be a useful way to fine tune meter performance.

Some of the commercial meter vanes have values of D substantially larger than W. Vanes with cross sections similar to two of these commercial designs, vanes 16 and 17, were built and tested in the 41 mm size. Vane 16 with the figure 3a cross section showed a meter factor decreasing by about 5% at 30 m/s from the meter factor at 5 m/s. Vane 17, which had a cross section like figure 3e gave a 40 dB or better S/N but the meter factor decreased by more than 5% in the 5 m/s to 30 m/s range. The vane was made of brass for ease of machining and broke in half before the measurements were completed. Vane 18, with its rectangular shape and D/W = 0.67, gave a fairly constant meter factor for the 5 readings taken (see figure 34).

The remaining cross section shape studies were done in the 4 diameter long by 58.6 mm bore meter. They are vanes 19 through 29 in Table 1. The sensing head of figure 7 was used for most of these tests. The link ends were shimmed tight in the sensing head clevis.

Some of the reasons for choosing these particular designs were as follows: the vanes of figure 3g and 3e cross section were designed to eliminate possible effects of variation of the vortex detachment point should that be causing fading. The cross section shown in figure 3d was designed to reduce flow separation along the sides of the vane should flow separation cause fading. Vanes 20, 21, 24, were similar to a commercial vane design. The vanes shaped like figure 3c were similar to another commercial design.
None of the vanes 19 through 29 were an improvement over the rectangular vane cross section. The rectangular vanes of 7.6 mm width, a D/W of about 0.85 and with sharp corners, gave the narrowest spectrum lines, the best S/N and the least fade.

The test results suggesting the best signal properties from a vane with D/W = 0.85 agree qualitatively with the results of Kalkhof [10] who shows curves suggesting that the variation of the signal period would be minimum around W/D = 0.85 for W/Dp = 0.125 at lower Reynolds numbers.

All of the 58.6 mm bore meter vanes tested showed varying increases in meter factor at low flows. Some of the increase may be introduced by using the head designs of figures 7 and 8. Some of this effect might also be the result of the improved resolution obtained from changes in the method of measuring meter frequency. The FFT spectrum analyzer was used to measure the meter frequency for these tests rather than the counter. After the switch to the bayonet for the end of the vane opposite of the sensor, shimming the link end to remove all lost motion reduced the amount of increase of the meter factor at low flow velocities.

One test was done to determine whether the clevis arrangement on the sensor end might be causing some disturbance since the end of the clevis penetrated slightly into the duct. A vane was made with a 3 mm thick disc at the pipe wall and the sensing head was shimmmed back 3 mm to place the inner face of the disc slightly inside the pipe wall. This vane gave a meter factor indistinguishable from a vane of the same W and D with no disc.

Though determining repeatability from measurement to measurement or vane to vane of the same design was not the object of this work, some tests were repeated. Vane 5 was tested both at the hydroplant test site and later at the
water treatment plant test site to determine whether the move affected the meter factor. The magnitude of the meter factor at the two locations agreed to about 1% in the flat part of the meter factor versus velocity curve. The velocity at which the meter factor increased on the high flow rate end was lowered because of the lower pressure at the treatment plant. In general, vanes with the same W and D gave the same meter factor with minor variations when the mountings were altered. Some of the variation in meter factor with both vane and suspension design in the early 1.5 in bore tests were probably caused by the gaskets used between the flanges and the wafer design meters. A 1 to 2 mm thick rubber gasket was used whose ID was around 1 cm larger than the pipe bore. Later, it was found that these gaskets could still extrude into the flow when the meter flange bolts were tightened. The extruded gaskets can slightly constrict the flow in the vicinity of the vane. This increases the flow velocity hence the measured frequency at that flow.

Three vanes with the same W and D, including vane 37 and 38, and one identical to 38 but not included in the table, were tested in the 4 diameter long 58.6 mm bore test section with the iron test section forming the inlet duct. The meter factors were the same within the data scatter. Measurements with the same vane but with different supports gave nearly the same values for the meter factor.

One vane, No. 8, was tested in five different duct configurations. The meter factor is shown in figure 24 for these tests. The approximately 0.6 mm maximum differences in the meter bores are eliminated by plotting meter factor as a function of the average velocity. The meter factor of the vane in the five duct configurations varies by more than 4%. The lower three curves in figure 23 are in inverse relationship to the duct diameter. The likely
water treatment plant test site to determine whether the move affected the meter factor. The magnitude of the meter factor at the two locations agreed to about 1% in the flat part of the meter factor versus velocity curve. The velocity at which the meter factor increased on the high flow rate end was lowered because of the lower pressure at the treatment plant. In general, vanes with the same W and D gave the same meter factor with minor variations when the mountings were altered. Some of the variation in meter factor with both vane and suspension design in the early 1.5 in bore tests were probably caused by the gaskets used between the flanges and the wafer design meters. A 1 to 2 mm thick rubber gasket was used whose ID was around 1 cm larger than the pipe bore. Later, it was found that these gaskets could still extrude into the flow when the meter flange bolts were tightened. The extruded gaskets can slightly constrict the flow in the vicinity of the vane. This increases the flow velocity hence the measured frequency at that flow.

Three vanes with the same W and D, including vane 37 and 38, and one identical to 38 but not included in the table, were tested in the 4 diameter long 58.6 mm bore test section with the iron test section forming the inlet duct. The meter factors were the same within the data scatter. Measurements with the same vane but with different supports gave nearly the same values for the meter factor.

One vane, No. 8, was tested in five different duct configurations. The meter factor is shown in figure 24 for these tests. The approximately 0.6 mm maximum differences in the meter bores are eliminated by plotting meter factor as a function of the average velocity. The meter factor of the vane in the five duct configurations varied by more than 4%. The lower three curves in figure 23 are in the first 50% of the duct diameter. The likely
METER FACTOR OF A VANE IN DIFFERENT DUCTS

Figure 24. The effects of the duct on the meter factor of vane 8: Plus and X points, the 7035 duct ports; point up triangles, at the exit of the 7035 duct in a 4 diameter long meter body; circles, a straight single piece test section; diamonds, the 4 diameter meter body at the end of the straight test section; and the point down triangles, the same as the diamond points except that the flange on the end of the straight test section has been bushed.
Figure 25. Double cantilevered vane. The same vortex sensor shown in figure 7 is used on the vane in this top port. This sensor is not illustrated for simplicity.
explanation for the hierarchy of the these curves is probably not the duct diameter but the wall roughness. The 7035 duct wall is probably the smoothest so the boundary layer is thinnest and the center line velocity is lowest. The 4 diameter long meter at the end of the 7035 duct may have a rougher interior. The interior roughness of the 7035 duct could not be measured for comparison. The transition joints from this duct to the meter certainly contribute a wall roughness. The iron test section has such a rough and uneven interior surface that an accurate measurement of diameter was not obtainable. The wall roughness would have to cause a 2% increase in the central flow velocity between the iron duct and the 7035 duct to account for the observed differences. For these three tests a figure 6 design sensing head was used.

The meter factors obtained for the upper two curves do not have a convenient explanation. The 4 diameter long meter containing the vane is downstream of the iron test section. This iron test section consisted of a section of 2½ in schedule 80 pipe to which schedule 40 flanges were welded. The ID of the flanges was about 5 mm greater than the bore of the test meter body. After the top curve in figure 24 was obtained, the flange was bushed to the meter ID, the flat gasket replaced by an O ring, and the vane was retested. The meter factor decreased about 1%. The meter factor of two other vanes showed only a small change or none at all when tested with and without the bushing in the flange. The only differences between the earlier vane 8 tests and these last two is the use of a head of the figure 7 design for sensing and the use of the FFT to measure frequency. The FFT and the counter generally gave the same frequencies when they were compared, leaving only the difference in sensing heads or some as yet unknown peculiarity in the meter run to explain the different meter factors.
The results shown in figure 24 demonstrate that the meter run contributes significantly to the overall meter performance. Thus, a meter must be calibrated in the duct in which it will be used for highest accuracy.

A few tests were done on a 28 mm (1.1 in) bore size meter. Though flow dependent spectrum lines were obtained, the lines were generally inferior to spectra obtained from 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) in meters. The vanes that gave the best results were larger in cross section than a linear scale-down of the best 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) in vane. Further work is needed to find the best meter design for the 28 mm duct size.

To briefly summarize this section, the meters tested produced a vortex generated output signal comparable to a commercial meter of similar size except that the signal is subject to more fade. Since the few counts lost at a given flowrate are small, no appreciable degradation of the meter performance results. The contour of the corners of the front face had a strong effect on the meter factor. Rectangular vanes with the pipe diameter to vane width ratio of about 8 and a W/D of 0.85 gave the best results in the 58.6 mm bore meter while W/D = 0.65 was better in the 59 mm duct. The vane calibration was dependent on the duct as well as the average velocity. The duct wall finish seems to be an important parameter. The meter factor is probably independent of the vane mounting as long as the mounting is tight.

5.4 Double Cantilevered Vanes

Though meters with either a link mounted vane or bayonet mounted on one end measured flow satisfactorily, the designs may prove unsafe for LOX duct applications. The main concern is rubbing surfaces caused by expansion of the duct under pressure and the distortion resulting from vibrations. A double cantilevered vane design is illustrated in figure 25. This vane spans the
pipe but is formed by two bars cantilevered in from each side of the pipe that almost touch in the middle. This design obviates the need for any mechanical attachment across the pipe. Double cantilevered designs were first tested in the 41 mm diameter test section.

The tests of vane shape and head designs were carried out using link type vanes to reduce the amount of machine work. A cantilevered vane and mounting flange is best made from a single piece of metal which requires much more machining.

The first test of the double cantilever design was vane 30. This vane was formed of two aluminum cantilevered vanes of the same cross section, one 17.8 mm long the other 22.4 mm long in a 41 mm bore meter body. The performance was similar to the vane 5 which it resembled but the meter factor was about 5% lower. The main difference between vane 5 and 30 was the slightly trapezoidal cross section of the latter.

The next test of the double cantilever, vane 31, was carried out using a pair of cantilevered vanes of the same cross section as vane 30 but with a greater asymmetry in length. The longer of the pair was 28.5 mm but the material was A-286 stainless steel. The short opposite vane was still aluminum. The meter factor was constant to within ±0.5%, and the S/N was larger than 30 dB though the line widths were between 5 and 7% of the frequency. The meter factor agreed well with a link vane of similar width. This may be fortuitous since the meter run was a single section of stainless steel pipe with ports rather than the wafer type used with the link vane though the bores were supposedly the same. The pipe ID is uneven, which precludes an accurate measurement. The only other 41 mm ID cantilevered pair tested, vane 32, consisted of two rigid stainless steel vanes of equal length.
A pressure sensing port was provided on each vane but on opposite sides. A hole up through the center of each vane communicated to opposite sides of a differential pressure transducer. The spectrum lines obtained were 20 dB or more above the noise but were dominated by the noise below about 250 Hz. This noise was independent of the pressure transducer employed for the sensor. The meter factor of this vane was about 30.3 Hz•s/m, about 3% lower than obtained for vane 5, a link vane of similar dimensions. The meter factor increased sharply below about 8 m/s and increased very slightly above. The scatter about an average curve was about ±0.6% above a flow of 8 m/s.

The first double cantilevered pair tested in the 58.6 mm size was vane 33 in the 4 diameter long test body. One vane was 33.5 mm long and made of A-286 stainless steel. A short aluminum vane completed the span of the vane across the pipe. The meter factor appeared to decrease linearly with increasing velocity giving an average value of about 21 Hz•s/m. The spectrum lines were under 5% wide and the S/N was 30 dB or more. At the highest flowrate tested, the meter frequency rather suddenly dropped as if something broke. No breakage was evident. The cause of the sudden decrease is unknown.

Vane 34 consisted of a pair of cantilevered vanes of equal length made of stainless steel. These vanes were designed for cryogenic sensors which required that the drive pin have an offset of about 4 mm so the sensor could be mounted with its axis on the port axis. This double cantilevered square cross section vane had a meter factor about 4.6% higher than vane 35, a link vane with nearly the same dimensions, rather than lower as was found with some of the 41 mm bore double cantilevered designs.

The meter factors of vanes 36 and 37 which were 34 and 35 reduced in depth to D/W = 0.85 still differed by 4.6%. The meter factors, of course,
Figure 26. Comparison of meter factors of double cantilevered and link vanes of the same cross section. Circles show vane 37, the only link vane. The other curves are all for double cantilevered vanes. The plus points are vane 39, the X points are vane 40, the triangle points are vane 36.
increased when D was reduced. The meter factors of vanes 36 and 37 are compared in figure 26. The link vane, vane 37, was 0.1 mm wider, but link vane 38 which had the same width as No. 36, also gave the same meter factor as No. 37. The line widths were 3 to 4% for the three vanes and S/N was 30 to 40 dB.

The subsequent testing of double cantilevered vane 39 suggested a cause of the discrepancy between the meter factors of vane 36 and 37. Vane 39A consisted of the upper cantilevered vane of figure 25 but with a sensing head on it like that in figure 7. The other half of the vane, 39B, is the cantilevered vane shown in the lower port of figure 27 without the strain sensor. The meter factor obtained is shown in figure 26. The meter factor of this pair is almost the same as a link vane of the same dimensions. The meter factor of the cantilevered vane is more constant than that of the link vane. The No. 39 vane pair probably was mechanically stiffer than the No. 34 and 36 vane pair.

Vane 40 consisted of a fixed half, No. 39B, and a sensing half consisting of a modified half of vane 36. The modification is illustrated in figure 25 by the vane in the bottom port. The diaphragm seals of a meter of the figure 8 design have been eliminated by using a solder seal instead. A much more compact sensing head is possible because the sensor can be set off center within the port bolt pattern. Again, the meter factor was higher, figure 26, though not quite as large as obtained with vane 36.

Three other double cantilevered vanes, 41, 42, and 43, were tested using vane 39B as the vane opposite the sensing vane. The sensing half of the vane pair consisted of a piezoelectric pressure sensor in the side for vane 41. Vane 42 had a notched mount but with the notch depth no more than 4 mm rather
Figure 27. Cantilevered vane designs that eliminate the diaphragm seal. In the top port is vane 44. In the lower is vane 39B with a strain sensor on the mounting flange.
than the typical 5.5 mm. Vane 43 consisted of a vane made of A-286 steel whose front face width and depth were the same as 41 and 42 but the sides made 92° angles with the front face. These vanes all had nearly the same meter factor as vane 36, figure 26.

The much lower meter factor obtained for vane 39 suggested that the stiffness of the cantilevered vane support might contribute to the variability of the meter factor. However, when the top vane in figure 27, 44A, was tested opposite vane 39A, this pair, vane 44, produced a meter factor with the same value as vane 41, 42 and 43 rather than like vane 39 though the stiffness should have been similar. Vane 44A was about 0.1 mm narrower than vane 39A which could possibly account for the higher meter factor. Vane 45, consisting of vane 39B and vane 44A had a meter factor intermediate between vane 44 and vane 39. The spectrum line widths were only around 5% wide for vane 44 but were more than 7% wide for vane 45 for unknown reasons.

All the parameters controlling the performance of these cantilevered vanes cannot be discerned from this small number of samples. Apparently, the mechanical stiffness of the vane mounting has some bearing on the behavior. The performance of the double cantilevered vane seems much more sensitive to suspension than does the performance of the link vane. The meter factor as a function of flow velocity seems to be more constant for double cantilevered vanes than for the link vanes in the meter run used for these tests.

Some significant variations of the signal spectra with vane suspension occurred. Figure 28 compares spectra from vane 39 and vane 42 at three similar flowrates. At the highest flowrate a number of lines appear in the vane 42 spectrum. One of these lines is even larger than the vortex generated line. At higher flows the extra lines faded again. All the double
Figure 28. The three spectra on the left side are from vane 39 at average flow velocities of 12.1, 23.5 and 36.2 m/s from top to bottom. The three spectra on the right are for vane 42 at average flow velocities of 11.1, 24.0 and 32.5 m/s, top to bottom.
cantilevered vanes except 39 showed large spurious lines to some degree. The meter factor did not change value when the extra lines appeared. This suggests that the forces driving these modes may be something other than the vortex shedding process.

Though the diaphragm system of figure 7 and 8 should provide a satisfactory means of transmitting the vane strain to the detector, it is nevertheless more desirable to remove the strain sensing mechanism entirely from contact with the high pressure. The two sensing heads shown in figure 27 do this. The off-center PZT on the lower vane assembly senses the strain in the mounting flange resulting from the vortex shedding forces. The drive pins in the upper vane of the same figure are totally enclosed in the sensing head. The sensor is attached by an axial threaded hole so the detector senses the strain between the top flange and the end of the pin. Both these sensing methods produced narrow spectrum lines. The lines were inferior to the best obtained in that the signal amplitude was lower and the flow independent lines in the 2 to 5 kHz region of the spectra were higher in amplitude relative to the vortex generated line.

6. CANTILEVERED VANES

The cantilevered vane design has been discussed in section 5.5. The basic design originated with an attempt to measure flow with just one cantilevered vane inserted through one port and extending only partially across the pipe. Besides the advantage of requiring only one instrument port, the head loss due to the meter is reduced.

The concept was first tested by cutting off vanes 3 and 4. After obtaining a velocity dependent signal from these two vanes, some cantilevered
vanes were designed using PZT discs for sensors. The first dozen showed a poor to nonexistent vortex signal before a vane design was found that produced an even passable signal. Vane 50 produced the first passable vortex signal spectrum. The sensing mechanism consisted of a piston plunger in a hole down the axis of the vane sensing the time varying pressure at a side port on the vane. The piston acted against a PZT strain sensor.

Another 10 vane designs were tried before a successful design with a strain sensing vortex detector was developed. An additional eight vanes were tested before arriving at vane 51. The dimensions of the vane giving the best signal were, W = 5.1 mm, D = 4.3 mm and L = 17.8 mm. After yet another eight designs the figure 29 design evolved. This design fits through an SSME duct instrument port.

Figure 30 shows the meter factor as a function of flow velocity for vane 51 and 52. The sensing mechanism of vane 51 consisted of two PZT sensors measuring the strain introduced into the vane support and poled so the outputs resulting from a transverse force on the vane added. A 19 mm diameter port was necessary to install it. Vane 52 had the design shown in figure 29. The meter factor of vane 52 is lower than 51, probably because the vane mount is stiffer. The meter factors differ from those of vane 7 which had close to the same meter factor as vane 5, figure 11, even though the cross sections are identical and the sensing head is similar. The meter factor of the cantilevered vanes are flat to a much higher flow rate and is around 15% lower than the meter factor of vane 7. These differences stem from the same source; the flow is partially bypassing the cantilevered vane. The drag introduced by the vane causes the average flow velocity on the opposite side of the pipe to be higher than on the vane side. The vane sees a velocity lower than the
Figure 29. Illustration of a cantilevered vane that fits through an SSME port.
Figure 30. Meter factor for vane 51, triangles and pluses and vane 52, circles.
average velocity over the pipe at the same flowrate so the meter factor is smaller. The upper limit the flowmeter can measure is assumed determined by when cavitation occurs at the meter. Since the average flowrate is higher than the flow by the vane, a higher average flowrate can be measured before cavitation occurs.

Unfortunately, flow bypassing the end of the vane has negative aspects also. Some spectra from one of better performing cantilevered vanes, vane 53, are shown in figure 31. The line width is much wider and S/N much lower than for link vanes with the same dimensions. Vanes of various shapes, such as those of figure 3f and h, and various dimensions were tried to improve the vortex signal to no avail.

The poor performance of the cantilevered vane in terms of line width and S/N probably comes from a velocity gradient along the vane near the free end caused by the bypassing flow. The gradient means that the shedding frequency is varying from one part of the vane to the next. This is not conducive to having a single shedding frequency and results in a broadened line. That the single cantilevered vane works at all is more surprising than that it does not work as well as a full vane.

Modifications such as adding a thin disc onto the bottom of the vane or increasing D at the bottom were tried. The latter did not work at all. The disc made no detectable difference which is not surprising because it was small. A large one would not fit through the meter port. Any termination structure at the free end of the vane should really be independent of the vane and attached directly to the duct.

A pair of oppositely mounted 17.8 mm long cantilevered vanes were installed in one test in the 41 mm bore duct. This left a 5.4 mm wide gap
Figure 31. Two spectra from cantilevered vane 53, at 5.2 m/s, top, and 20.0 m/s, bottom.
between the ends. This increased the meter factor (28 instead of 26 Hz s/m, figure 30) as might be expected. The S/N ratio, however, was even poorer than that obtained for a single vane, probably because the flow velocity gradient at the end of the vanes was made even worse by the gap. This shows that the gap between the ends of double cantilevered vanes must be small if the vane is to perform like a link vane.

Vane 51 was tested under swirl conditions created by the swirl generator used to test vane 5. The signal was already degraded at a 5° generator setting and the meter factor reduced.

Even though the S/N ratio is markedly poorer and the line width is wider for the cantilevered vane than the link vane, a cantilevered design meter such as vane 52 or 53 could be usable in the 1½ in nominal size.

When the link vane designs were linearly scaled up from 41 mm to 59 mm diameter duct, the test results were as good or better than those obtained from the smaller diameter. Vanes 54 and 55 were scaled up versions of vane 52. Vane 54 was aluminum and scaled up linearly in cross section but was 3 mm short of the scaled up length. Vane 55 was stainless steel and scaled-up exactly. The vortex spectrum signal lines were wide and S/N was only about 15 dB. Vanes 56 and 57 retained the 5.1 mm width of the 41 mm ID meter but were longer. The test results were no better than those obtained from 54 and 55. Vane 56 was tested in the 41 mm meter and produced a S/N comparable to vane 52 even through it was longer. Vane 55 was subsequently tested in the meter at the exit end of the 7035 duct. The S/N was even poorer at that location, less than 10 dB and the signal line width was about 30% of the line frequency.

Because of the poor results obtained for the tests of the single cantilevered vane in the 59 mm bore ducts, further testing of this design was discontinued.
7. RING VANES

A ring shaped vane with the ring axis along the pipe axis sheds smoke ring like vortices alternately off the inner and outer surfaces. This design has been studied by more than one researcher, but the most extensive report in the literature is that by Takamoto and Koniya [9]. Ring shaped vanes were studied in this work briefly as a design that might be resistant to swirl. The velocity component producing the axial swirl is parallel to the edge of the vane and presumably would not affect the shedding from the ring. The ring vane has one obvious disadvantage. Since the ring has no contact with the wall, a support structure must be provided with its attendant flow disturbance. The support structure should minimally perturb the flow, especially at the front and sides of the ring. Adding a vortex detection mechanism compounds the design difficulty.

The ring vortex meters tested were all 11/2 in nominal meters. First, the rings were mounted on the ends of three radial arms of 1/2 to 3/4 mm thick by about 10 mm wide stainless steel plates with the large surfaces parallel to the flow. The rings broke free from the arms in the first two tests. The detector consisted of a 3 mm diameter tube inserted along a diameter to sense transverse pressure. These tubes broke off as rapidly as the rings. On the third try the ring of vane 58 was brazed to three stainless steel support arms with about 40 mm length along the pipe axis. A thin metal reed with its length along the flow direction and its width perpendicular to both the flow and the pipe diameter was brazed to one of the support arms. A strain gage placed on this vane gave an observable vortex signal but the reed broke off the support as the flow was increased during the first test.
A second design, vane 59, was tried using 5 mm thick streamlined arms instead of thin blades for support of the vane. A ring supported by two arms with transverse pressure ports on the arms for sensing showed no vortex generated spectrum line.

Vane 60 consisted of a streamlined support bar spanning the pipe with the ring mounted ahead of it on two posts. The posts broke off on the first test. The joints holding the second set of heavier posts broke but the ring stayed in place and a good signal was obtained via a pressure port behind the center of the ring that opened into the flow. The ring was brazed again to the posts for a second test. This time the joints held, with the result that the meter factor changed. The meter design is illustrated in figure 32. The meter factors obtained with the support joints both loose and solid are shown in Figure 33. The meter factor for the first measurement during which the ring was loose from the supports was more constant with flow. A pressure port at the same location that sensed transverse pressure was tried but no spectrum line was seen.

The meter factor of this 11.8 mm ID by 16.4 mm OD ring is higher by a factor of 2 than the 5.1 mm wide link vane. Tests with the swirl generator, however, indicated a decrease of sensitivity with increasing swirl. No further testing was done for three reasons: no apparent improvement to swirl resistance was obtained, the vane would not insert through an 11.2 mm port, and the problem of introducing a vortex sensing mechanism at these high flow rates had not been satisfactorily solved.
Figure 32. The drawing shows vane 60. The shedding element is a ring. The sensing port connected to a pressure transducer exterior to the meter.
Figure 33. Meter factor as a function of velocity for vane 60. Circles, the first test with the ring loose. Triangles, the second test with ring solid.
8. AIR TEST RESULTS

High pressure hydrogen gas density can be simulated by compressed air. The compressibility and viscosity of compressed air differ from hydrogen, but the most significant difference is the velocity of sound. The sound velocity is 4 to 5 times higher in the hydrogen gas at the shuttle duct conditions than for ambient air. The air tests can show whether gas flow at the duct densities can be measured by the present meter designs. Air tests cannot be expected to demonstrate the flowmeter performance at 250 m/s, which is a Mach number of about 0.7 in air but only about 0.2 in hydrogen. Local velocities in the region of a slightly canted airfoil exceed Mach 1 in a free flow of Mach 0.5, so the flow around a rectangular shape must certainly exceed Mach 1 at Mach numbers well below 0.5 [17].

Only the first vane, No. 61, was tested in air flow at the three different hydrogen duct densities in which flow measurement is desired. These densities were represented by air pressures of 8.36 MPa (1213 psia), 3.87 MPa (562 psia), and 2.3 MPa (333 psia) respectively. The results of these tests are shown in figure 34 which shows the meter factor as a function of the Reynolds number for the three tests. The meter factors at the three pressures overlap up to velocities around 110 m/s, where the meter factors at the two lower pressures increase steeply with increasing flow velocity. This may be the onset of localized supersonic flow. The 8.36 MPa measurements were only carried to about 92 m/s, still below the transition velocity.

The x data points show the meter factor obtained for water flow measurements. The meter factor for water was more than 10% lower than for air. Though many manufacturers of commercial meters design to eliminate the sensitivity to fluid properties, the meter can be calibrated for the fluid to be used.
Figure 34. Meter factor as a function of Reynolds number for vane 61. X, water test. Circles, compressed air at 2.3 MPa (333 psi), triangles compressed air at 3.87 MPa (562 psi); and pluses, compressed air at 8.36 MPa (1213 psi).
The spectra were generally examined to 10 kHz since the vortex spectrum line frequency will approach 10 kHz at flow rates of 250 m/s. Noise lines occur mainly in the 5 to 8 kHz range, far enough above the vortex line that the highest density hydrogen flow can be measured with existing designs. The noise lines increase and decrease in magnitude as the flow varies. The increase in magnitude did not appear to shift the vortex line even when the line seems to be driven by a harmonic of the vortex frequency. Some of the extra lines may be driven by the flow noise rather than by the vortex shedding.

Vane 16, which has a triangular shape, gave the meter factor as a function of Reynolds number shown in figure 35. The slope is opposite that given by vane 61. The change of meter factor with velocity for water is opposite that for air. Spectrum lines for vane 16 are shown in figure 36 where they are compared to those of vane 61. The vortex generated lines of vane 16 appear somewhat narrower than for vane 61 and fewer noise lines appear below 5 kHz at the low flow rates. At higher flow rates, more noise lines occur in the vane 16 spectra than obtained from vane 61. Also, a sharp spectrum line is obtained to a higher flow rate for vane 16 than for vane 61.

Vane 5 was tested with air flow at 2.3 MPa. The spectra were noisy though the vortex generated lines were sharp. The meter factor was not a straight line and scattered above 75 m/s velocity.

One cantilevered vane was tested. The vortex spectrum line was small relative to the attendant noise lines. The meter factor between 50 and 1.0 m/s was constant.
METER FACTOR OF A 1.61 VANE

Figure 35. The circles show the meter factor as a function of Reynolds number for vane 16 at 2.3 MPa (333 psi). The triangles show the water flow test of vane 16.
Figure 36. A comparison of spectra for vane 61 left column, to vane 16, right column, at a pressure of 2.3 MPa (333 psi). Top left, 33.2 m/s; top right, 33.7 m/s. Second left, 71.6 m/s; second right, 71.2 m/s. Third left, 97.5 m/s; third right 100.2 m/s. Bottom left, 121.1 m/s; bottom right, 123.3 m/s.
A second set of air flow tests were carried out on a 1.5 in meter. The test section for these tests was a single 25 diameters long stainless steel section with a brazed-on port block. Some vanes with a nominally triangular cross section were tried because vane 16 performed the best in the first air test. The depth of vane 62 was made less than vane 16 in an attempt to reduce the increase of the meter factor with increasing flow velocity.

Vane 62 gave the meter factor versus velocity curve shown in figure 37. The meter factor is not constant with flow and decreases more rapidly above about 135 m/s. It was the same for the test at 2.3 MPa (333 psi) and 1.46 MPa (212 psi). The lower pressure is below any shuttle duct density but is near the density capabilities of a NASA hydrogen flow facility. Because the same calibration nozzle was used for both tests the lower pressure tests permitted the higher velocities. The meter factor of the same vane for water is again lower than that for air. At least one strong flow independent line appears in most of the spectra of figure 38. The principal line remains in the 3.7 to 4 kHz range and is dominated by the vortex line especially above about 100 m/s flow. The presence of this line may cause the scatter at about 140 ms shown in figure 37. In any case, a flow dependent line persisted up to a velocity of about 180 m/s (590 ft/s), figure 38. The test results at the two gas pressures overlap better when plotted as a function of velocity. In contrast, the vane 61 meter factors at the three test pressures overlap better when plotted as a function of Reynolds number.

The meters designed for liquid flow gave sharp spectrum lines in gas flow even at densities less than 0.03 that of water. Noise lines approaching the magnitude of the vortex lines were generated at various flows. These should be reduced in magnitude if not eliminated completely for the meters to provide flow measurement to 250 m/s.
DOUBLE CATILEVERED VANE TEST RESULTS

Figure 37. Meter factor of vane 62 as a function of velocity for:
pluses, water test data; circles, 2.3 MPa (333 psi) air; and
triangles 1.46 MPa (212 psi) air.
Figure 38. Some spectrum lines from vane 62 at air velocities, starting on the left side: top, 79.9 m/s and 104 m/s; middle, 115.8 m/s and 134.5 m/s; bottom, 152.7 m/s and 180 m/s.
9. CONCLUSIONS

A number of vortex shedding flowmeter designs were tested at high flow velocities in a water flow test facility. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained for vanes consisting of a uniform cylinder spanning the pipe:

1) A vane with a width 1/8 the pipe diameter can measure flow at velocities up to 55 m/s with a maximum pressure loss less than 0.7 kPa (100 psi). This loss is proportional to the flow velocity squared.

2) Up to a duct bore of 59 mm (2.3 in) some of the successful vane designs tested can be installed in a diametrically opposite pair of the standard 11.2 mm diameter SSME instrument ports.

3) The vanes mounted in the SSME ducts in straight sections as short as six diameters in length can give sharp signal spectrum lines and a linear response without any upstream flow conditioning. The vane should be mounted with its axis perpendicular to the plane of the preceding bend.

4) A vane with a rectangular cross section and a ratio of depth to width (D/W) between 0.67 to 0.85 seemed to give the best results in terms of linearity, signal fade, and signal-to-noise power ratio (S/N).

5) The sensitivity of one vane varied by 4% depending on the meter body and the pipe preceding the meter. This was probably caused in part by the differences in the duct wall finishes.

6) The sensitivity could be varied over a range of at least 12% just by the shape of the corners of the front face of a vane with a rectangular cross section.

Air at the density of the hydrogen gas in the SSME ducts was used to test a few of the meters designed for and tested in water. The following general results were obtained:
1) The meters designed for water sensed gas flow to densities of 0.026 that of water.

2) A vortex line was obtained to a velocity of 180 m/s (590 ft/s) for one vane. The much lower velocity of sound for air probably limited the velocity.

3) A triangular cross section appears to produce superior spectrum lines when measuring gas flow.

4) The meter factor in Hz·s/m for air was found to be slightly larger than for water for the vanes tested.

5) The highest Reynolds number attained was 22 x 10⁴. This is about twice that of the LOX flow in any of the SSME ducts so no Reynolds number limit should be encountered for LOX flow.

6) Some other lines, probably some mechanical resonances, approach the magnitude of the vortex signal in the air test spectra and should be eliminated.

Vanes partially spanning the pipe and cantilevered from one side possibly performed well enough to be used as meters in the 1½ in nominal size only. A vane consisting of a ring placed with its axis parallel to and centered in the pipe also produced a flow dependent spectrum line up to velocities of 40 m/s. The problems of mounting the ring and detecting the vortices generated in the severe flow environment do not make the ring design particularly attractive.

As long as the link vanes tightly fit the support on the ends, the design of the support seemed to have little effect on the meter factor for a single piece vane spanning the pipe and mechanically attached to both supports.

Link vanes of the same dimension gave the same meter factor. This was not true for double cantilevered vanes. The meter factor seemed to increase
as the stiffness of the mount decreased. Only one pair of cantilevered vanes
gave nearly the same meter factor as a single piece vane of the same
dimensions. It was not clear that these were stiffer than the others.
Because of the small cross section of the vane and mounting port, vane
movement probably affects all these vanes regardless of design.

Most of the testing was done using a sensing mechanism that transmits
mechanical motion through a seal. This seal has been eliminated by a design
that measures the strain in the vane structure without penetrating into the
high pressure interior of the duct. So far, the S/N was poorer for this
detector than the detectors that penetrate into the duct, but some additional
development could eliminate this difference.

In general, the vortex flowmeter designs tested would measure water flows
to velocities greater than 50 m/s. No limitation in measuring gas flow to the
required 250 m/s was encountered beyond what was assumed to be Mach number
effects.
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